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Drinking a rich glass of whiskey is a simple pleasure. 
It can be a meditation, a celebration, or simply a joyous ritual. 

While whiskey on its own is enough to satisfy the senses
—the sound of splashing decadence against crisp ice, 

the oaky aroma, and woody flavor—the experience can be 
amplified from enjoyable to euphoric by crafting refreshing 
cocktails. Whether you are a person who enjoys timeless 
classics or the divinely complex, whiskey is a versatile 
spirit that pairs well with any mood from day to night. 

Life, after all, should be comprised of memorable experiences. 

At Harlem Standard, we firmly believe in making every whiskey 
moment as gratifying as possible, which is why we’ve taken 

the time to curate whiskey and bourbon whiskey recipes 
to enjoy solo, with friends, or with a lover. Don’t let the 

moment fall short— raise your spirits to a new standard.
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HARLEM
MANHATTAN

How to Prepare

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

1 oz.  Sweet vermouth (Preferably Antica Formula)

5 drops  Angostura bitters

1  Dark Maraschino cherry

Orange peel for garnish

Combine the Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey, sweet vermouth, 
and bitters in a cocktail shaker filled with ice. Stir gently. Place a cherry in the 
bottom of a chilled cocktail glass and strain the whiskey mixture over the 
cherry. Garnish with a dried orange peel.

Served as early as the 1870s in New York, this is a true classic that seems 
fancy but is incredibly simple to make. A delicate combination of sweet 
and smoky, thoughtfully crafted flavors come together in this sophisticated 
concoction with a modern twist.  
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HARLEM
OLD FASHIONED

How to Prepare
In an Old Fashioned or short rocks glass, add sugar, bitters, and half a 
splash of water. Muddle with a spoon until the sugar is dissolved. Add 
Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey and one large ice cube and 
stir well. Twist the orange peel to release the oils and run it around the 
rim of the glass, then drop it into the cocktail.

Some things never go out of style. An Old Fashioned is one of them. 
The drink of choice for many whiskey lovers who can appreciate a strong 
sip that’s stirred, not shaken. While this cocktail has its fair share of tall 
tales as to its origin, one this is certain: this is a celebrated drink that 
captures the perfect balance of sweet and bitter tastes. 

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

½ tsp.  White sugar

3 drops  Angostura bitters 

1 drop  Orange bitters (Regan’s No. 6)

¼ oz.  Cold water

1  Large ice cube

Orange peel for garnish
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HARLEM
BOULEVARDIER

How to Prepare
Add all ingredients into a mixing glass with ice and stir until chilled. 
Strain into a rocks glass over fresh ice. Garnish with a lemon peel.

Loosely translated, a boulevardier is a man-about-town. The cocktail by 
the same name was created by Erskine Gwynne, the publisher of “Boulevardier,” 
a magazine for expats living in Paris in the 1920s. It’s a tidy story, just like 
the drink it inspired. Equal parts whiskey, vermouth, and Campari, the 
Boulevardier is both adaptable and adored for its balance of bitter, boozy, 
and sweet. Choose your ingredients wisely. The best Boulevardier, like the 
best Negroni, hinges on a happy marriage between base spirit and vermouth.

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

1 oz.  Campari

1 oz.  Sweet vermouth (Preferably Antica Formula)

1  Large ice ball

Lemon twist for garnish 



HARLEM
WHISKEY SOUR
A strong contender against spritzers and Moscow Mules, Whiskey Sours 
are a perfect balance of sweet and sour that will keep you refreshed and 
having a great time, wherever you go. Garnished with a bit of froth, this 
fantastic cocktail has a delicious creamy texture with a citric undertone 
to brighten any moment.

Ingredients
1 ½ oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

1 oz.  Simple syrup

¾ oz.  Fresh lemon juice

¼ oz.  Egg whites

1  Maraschino cherry

Orange slice for garnish

Ice cubes

Combine Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain, simple syrup, 
lemon juice, and egg whites in a cocktail shaker. Fill shaker with ice, cover, 
and shake vigorously until outside of shaker is very cold, about 20 seconds. 
Strain cocktail through a Hawthorne strainer or a slotted spoon into an Old 
Fashioned or rocks glass filled with ice. Garnish with an orange slice.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM BOURBON
BERRY SMASH 
When life gives you lemons, make cocktails. Tangy, fresh, and incredibly 
delicious, this is a twist on the Classic Whiskey Smash that uses seasonal 
fruits to add a rich infusion of fun. This is the perfect way to beat the heat 
and serve at your next summer soirée.

Ingredients
1 ½ oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

9  Fresh mint leaves

5-10 Pieces  Fresh seasonal fruit 
 (blueberries, peach chunks, blackberries)

½ oz.  Simple syrup

½  Lemon
Crushed ice

Add fresh mint leaves and fruit to a tall glass and gently muddle the 
ingredients. Fill the glass with ice, pour Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon 
Whiskey Four-Grain, then simple syrup and lemon juice before shaking 
with a cocktail shaker. Pour cocktail over a short glass of crushed ice. 
Garnish with fruit and mint leaves to enjoy.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
SHAKER
Paying homage to our city’s roots, this fizzy cocktail brings together bold, 
interesting flavors that tie in a touch of tradition with innovative style for 
the modern connoisseur. “The new classic” is light, creamy, and smooth, 
reminiscent of the jazzy sounds that have inspired the soul of Harlem. 

Ingredients
1 ½ oz.  Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

1 ½ oz.  Dry gin

½ oz. Fresh lime juice

½ oz.  Simple syrup

½ oz. Egg whites (one egg white per two drinks)

Ice cubes

Shake well with ice and strain into a chilled cocktail glass. This is a big 
cocktail. You can either scale everything back a bit, split it between two 
drinkers, or use a larger glass.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
GINGER BREEZE
For that “ah” moment when you have a moment of indulgence. Create this 
easy weekend drink made for soaking up the sun with a mix of balanced 
citrus and a subtle sweet-spicy finish.

Ingredients
1 ½ oz.  Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

3 oz.  Ginger ale

½  Orange wedge

1  Cinnamon stick

Ice cubes

No mixology degree needed for this happy hour special! Shake Harlem 
Standard American Straight Whiskey and a splash of orange in a cocktail shaker 
with ice. Strain into a highball glass with ice and top off with ginger ale. Garnish 
with the orange wedge and a cinnamon stick.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM CLASSIC
WHISKEY SMASH
We’ll start with this simple cocktail that includes a modest list of 
ingredients. When snuggling with each other in a glass, the results 
are simply smashing! Sorry, we couldn’t help ourselves. If you don’t 
fancy yourself a cocktail expert, this is the perfect starter drink. 
Think of it like a lemony mint julep. Easy breezy, like summertime.

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

4  Sprigs of spearmint

¼  Lemon cut into a few wedges

1 oz. Simple syrup

Crushed ice

Start by mixing the mint and lemon in a whiskey glass. Mix it well 
so the flavors are able to seep seamlessly into your drink. Then, 
add the syrup, whiskey, and ice. Shake and enjoy!

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
Strawberry 
Lemonade 
Whiskey Sour
Who didn’t love strawberry lemonade on a hot summer’s day as a kid? 
Now that you’re all grown up, it’s time to kick it up a notch. This drink 
is the perfect addition to a sunbathing session. It’s refreshing, tart, 
and full of flavor. 

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

1 oz.  Lemon juice

1 oz. Simple syrup

4 Strawberries

1 Large ice cubes

The first thing you’ll want to do is chop up your strawberries. Then, 
combine the strawberries, lemon juice, and syrup into a container 
to soak for 30 mins. Next, pour it into a blender with your whiskey 
and blend. Pour it over ice and enjoy! 

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
Keeneland Breeze
If you’re in the mood for something strong, this is the cocktail for you.
It’s a sweet combination of bourbon whiskey and orange, which is usually 
an odd pair. However, in this cocktail, they work together seamlessly. 
Topped with ginger, this drink packs a punch. 

Ingredients
1 ¼ oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain

1 drop Orange liqueur

Ice cubes

Ginger ale

Orange wedge

Fill a glass 2/3 of the way with ice. Then, pour in your whiskey and 
a dash of orange liqueur. The amount of liqueur you add is completely 
up to you. Mix it up and add a touch of ginger ale. Garnish with an 
orange wedge and you’re good to go!

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
Bourbon Bloody

FPO

While many cocktails are sweet, we know that some people like to get a 
little spicy once the sun comes out. That’s why we love a Bourbon Bloody Mary
(with hot sauce). The ingredients in a Bloody are pretty extensive and can vary 
from person-to-person based on preference. 

Ingredients
2 oz.  Harlem Standard Straight Bourbon Whiskey Four-Grain
2 oz.  Pickle juice 
4 oz. Tomato juice
1 tbsp. Horseradish
Hot sauce
Several dashes of Worcestershire sauce 
Ice cubes
Garnishes of your choice

You’ll want to add all of your ingredients into a shaker with ice, except 
the garnishes of course. Shake very well and strain into a glass with 
no ice. Garnish as you wish! We suggest celery, olives, and pickles!

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
WHISKEY FIZZ
Sometimes, we like to kick it old-school. Grab your cocktail shaker 
for a refreshing tang of lemon and bubbles with this no-nonsense 
drink perfect for movers and shakers. Serve and share in a pitcher 
or keep this one to yourself—you decide. 

Ingredients
2 oz. Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

1 oz. Lemon juice

1/2 oz. Simple syrup

Ice cubes

Club soda

Lemon wedge for garnish

Pour whiskey into a tall glass followed by lemon juice, simple syrup, 
and ice cubes. Use a cocktail shaker to shake it up until blended. 
Strain and pour the cocktail into a tall glass filled with fresh ice. 
Top it off with club soda and garnish with a lemon wedge.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
WHISKEY HIGHBALL
This drink’s got spirit. Whiskey Highballs are incredibly simple, no-fuss 
drinks perfect for those who really want to savor the taste of whiskey 
as the star of the show. This aperitif is the best way to indulge in the 
complexity of whiskey without an overpowering sweetness.

Ingredients
1 ½ oz.Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

Ice cubes

Club soda

Lemon twist

Break out a tall glass to pour the whiskey into, then fi ll it with ice 
cubes. Pour club soda to top the cocktail off  and garnish this baby 
with a lemon twist.

How to Prepare
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HARLEM
WHISKEY MULE
Have your copper mug and your whiskey, too. Ginger beer with a hint of lime 
brings a fiery spice that’s balanced with the smooth depth of whiskey. 
If you want more of a whiskey flavor, add less ginger beer. If you want it 
sweeter, add more or take it easy and top off your mug. Turn this classic 
on its head and toast to the night ahead. 

Ingredients
2 oz. Harlem Standard American Straight Whiskey

1/2 oz. Lime juice

Crushed ice

Ginger beer

Fresh mint leaves

Finally, you can use those copper Mule mugs you bought. Pour the 
whiskey and lime juice into the mug and add crushed ice to the brim. 
Next comes the ginger beer. Finish this Whiskey Mule off with a garnish 
of fresh mint leaves and you’ve got yourself a bar favorite right at home. 

How to Prepare
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www.harlemstandard.com      info@harlemstandard.com
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Drink and play responsibly within your limits. 

UNCOMPROMISING SPIRITS


